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This invention relates, in general, to branch 
exchange telephone systems and more pal'- 
ticularly to private automatic branch ex 
change telephone systems in which local calls 
are completed by means of Subscriber-control 
automatic switches, and in which incom 
ing calls are intercepted and completed by 
an attendant. The invention is concerned 
primarily with the attendant's equipment 
and with the trunking arrangements for con 
necting a branch exchange with an exchange 
of the public telephone system. 
Systems of the above type may be arranged 

with the subscribers’ lines accessible via all 
tomatic switches controlled by the attend 
ant, or the subscribe's lines may be multi 
pied to mantial jacks at the attendant's 
switchboard, in which case incoming calls are 
to be completed directly by means of cord 
circuits. The present invention contemplates 
the latter arrangement and one of the main 
features is the provision of a new and im 
proved cord circuit, for completing incom 
ing calis. The cord circuit is arranged so 
that a branch-exchange subscriber's line can 

freed from an incoming connection and 
inade available for other calls without wait 
ig for the attendant, to remove the plug of 
the cord from the line-multiple jack. The 
cord is further provided with a recall sig 
nai, oie able under control of the branch 
exchange subscriber. 
The trunk, which comprises another fea 

ture of the invention, is of the same general 
type as the trunk disclosed in the Lomax 
P: Eent No. 1.739,245, of December 10, 1929. 
The titlink, however, is adapted for connect 
ing a branch exchange with a minual main 
(exchange and is arranged to prevent the ac 
cidental release of the branch-exchange 
switches when an outgoing call over the trunk 
is answered at the main exchange. This is 
attained by providing the branch-exchange 
re-eater with a holding circuit which func 
tions until the answering plug has been fully 
aii correctly positioned in the answering 
jack, whereupon the holding circuit is trans 
ferred to lic answering end of the trunk. 
The variotis features of the invention, in 

specifically referred to and 
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others, together with the operation of a tele 
phone system embodying the same, will be 
described in detail hereinafter, reference be 
ing had to the accompanying drawings, com 
prising Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. I shows a branch- 55 
exchange subscriber's line and Switching ap 
paratus and an attendant's cord circuit. Fig. 
2 shows a two-way trunk line for connecting 
a branch exchange with a manual main ex 
change. 

Referring now to Fig. 1, substation A is 
at ordinary automatic substation whose as 
sociated line terminates in a lineswitch LS 
and is multipled to a jack J at the attend 
ant's position and to the usual multiple bank 65 
contacts accessible to branch-exchange con 

G() 

nectors. 
LineSwitch LS is of the well-known rotary 

type, although any suitable non-numerical 
lineswitch or line finder may be employed if to 
desired. Lineswitch LS, together with other 
similar lineswitches, has access to local first 
selectors, such as selectOl' S, shown only in 
skeleton form. Selector S and similar selec 
tors have access to the usual local trunkster- (5 
minating in branch-exchange switches (not 
shown) and in one level, for example, the 
tenth ievel, access is had to trunks extend 
ing to the main exchange. 
Cord circuit C, also shown in Fig. 1 is de-36 

signed for connecting the interoffice trunks 
with branch-exchange subscribers’ lines. The 
cord is provided with an answering plug P1 
for connecting with the trunk jacks and a 
calling plug P for connecting with the line 
multiple iacks. The usual supervision is pro 
vided by the lamps L and L1 and key K pro 
vides for connecting up the operator's set and 
initiating the automatic ringing. 

Referring now to Fig. 2, the trunk line T 
is one of a group of trunks connecting the 
branch exchange with a manual main ex 
change. The trunk is accessible in the banks 
of the branch exchange selectors, such as 
selector S, and also terminates in jacks at the 
attendant's switchboard. Jack J2 is used for 
answering calls and jack J1 is employed for 
night service, which, in this case, is supplied 
by connecting the trunk with a particular 
subscriber's line when the attendant leaves 
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the switchboard. The trunk line terminates 
the usual line equipment at the manual ex 
change, although, in this case, one side of the 
trunk is disconnected from the line relay. 
The cord circuit at the manual exchange may 
be of any of the usual types arranged to feed 
battery and ground to the subscribers. 
The operation of the system disclosed is, 

briefly, as follows: To call another subscriber 
in the branch exchange, the subscriber at sub 
station. A will lift the receiver, whereupon 
lineswitch LS will operate and select an idle 
first selector. Such as the selector S. 

wanted subscriber operating selector 8 and 
other branch-exchange switches which will 
complete the connection in the usual way. 
Ground is returned by the branch-exchange 
connector over the release trunk to hold up 
the lineswitch LS, and this ground, by way 
of conductor 3, marks the line busy in the 
banks of the connectors and also at the at 
tendant's switchboard. ... ." 
A call to the main exchange is made by 

dialling the exchange digit, which, for con 
venience, may be assumed to the digit 0, 
whereupon selector S is operated to a level in 
which the trunklines T are accessible and an 
idle trunk is selected. The line relay at the 
manual exchange is operated over one trunk 
conductor and this relay lights the line lamp 
of the selected trunk. The manual operator 
answers by means of the usual cord circuit 
and further extends the call as required. A 
holding ground is returned for the lineswitch 
by the trunk relay group. This holding 
ground is supplied by a relay in series with 
the trunk conductor. The relay is energized 
in a local circuit until such time as the call is 
answered, whereupon the circuit for the relay 
is transferred to the battery-feed bridge of 
the answering cord circuit. - 

In order to call a branch-exchange sub 
scriber, the main-exchange operator will 
select an idle trunkline, such as the trunkline 
T. and insert the calling plug of the cord into 
the jack J3. The trunkline will be marked 
busy at the branch exchange immediately 
upon its being taken into use, but the at 
tendant will not be signalled at this time. 
When the main-exchange operator desires to 
signal the attendant, ringing current will be 
applied to the trunk and the line lamp 2 
will light. The attendant will answer the call by inserting the answering plug P1 of 
the cord circuit, such as C. into the iack J2. 
Key K will be operated to connect up the at 
tendant’s telephone set, and the main-ex 
change operator will then advise the attend 
ent as to the particular line wanted. The at 
tendant will test the subscriber's line for its 
busy or idle condition by touching the tip of 
the plug P to the sleeve of the line-multiple 
jack. If the line is busy, the attendant will 
receive the usual busy click and will inform 

The 
subscriber will then dial the number of the: 
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the calling operator of this condition. If 
the line is idle, the attendant will insert the 
plug P into the line-multiple jack and mo 
mentarily operate key K to ringing position. 
The branch-exchange subscriber will be rung 
intermittently until the call is answered, 
whereupon the ringing current will be dis 
connected and a talking circuit will be com 
pleted between the subscriber and the main 
exchange operator. In case the branch-ex 
change subscriber desires to recall the attend 
ant for any reason, the subscriber will actuate 
his calling device, whereupon the supervisory 
lamp L flashes to attract the attendant's 
notice. When the conversation is finished, 
the branch-exchange subscriber will hang 
up and the line will immediately be freed 
from the connection. The plug of the cord 
C may remain in the multiple jack without 
busying the line, and therefore, either out 
going or incoming calls may be completed. 

Having briefly described the invention, 
the operation of a system embodying the 
same will now be described in detail. It 
will first be assumed that the subscriber at 9 
substation A is calling a main-exchange sub 
scriber. When the receiver is lifted at the 
substation A, a loop circuit is closed for line 
relay 5 and the relay operates and completes 
the testing circuit of the Switch. 

an idle trunk is found, for example, the trunk 
comprising conductors 12-14 terminating 
in selector S, Switching relay 4 will operate 
and extend the calling loop through to the 
line relay of the selector by way of contacts 
7 and 8. The selector will return a holding 
ground over release-trunk conductor 13 in 
the usual way to hold line switch LS in 
operated position after relay 5 restores. 
The subscriber then dials the digit assigned 
for main-office calls, e.g., the digit 0, and 
wipers 15-17 of selector S are raised to the 
level in which the main-office trunk lines are 
accessible. The selector rotates and tests 
for an idle trunk in the usual way, and when 
one is found, Switches through and extends 
the calling line loop to the trunk repeater. 
It will be assumed, for convenience, that the 
trunk line selected is the one comprising 
conductors 18-20, terminating in the trunk 
apparatus shown in Fig. 2. The calling loop 
is extended over conductors 18 and 20, the 
former which may be traced through the 
winding of relay 101, trunk conductor 131, 
contacts 135, upper winding of line relay 133 
to ground. Conductor 20 extends by way 
of contacts 120 and winding of relay 102 to 
battery. Relays 101. 102, and 133 operate 
over the above circuit. Relay 133 colnpletes 
a circuit at contacts 134 for the line lamp L3 
at the main exchange, and this lamp glows to 
notify the main-exchange operator of the 

If the 
trunk on which the switch wipers are stand 
ing is busy, magnet 6 will energize and step 
the wipers to the next set of contacts. When 
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incoming call. Relay 102 operates and com 
pletes a circuit at contacts 114 for relay 103 
and at contacts 115, completes a hoiding cir 
cuit for relay 01 so that this relay will be 
maintained operated independent of the 
ground through the upper winding of relay 
i33. Resistance 111 is of such value that 
relay 33 is not shunted out, but 'emains 
operated and relay 101 will also remain op 
erated even though the contacts 135 may be 
opened. Relay 101 closes an additional cir 
cuit for relay 103 at contacts 113. Relay 103 
operates, opens the bridge across the trunk 
which includes relays 105 and 106 at contacts 
19, and at contacts 117, applies ground to 

conductor 19 and the sleeve of the jack J2 
to hold up the preceding switches involved 
in the connection, to mark the trunk busy at 
the attendant's switchboard, and to operate 
the visual busy signal 107. 
The operator at the main exchange on not 

ing the lighted condition of the lamp L3, 
inserts the answering plug of a cord circuit 
into jack J3. Relay 132 operates over the 
sleeve of the jack and plug, and at contacts 
135 disconnects relay 133 from the trunk. 
The cord, as previously stated, is arranged 
to supply battery and ground to the calling 
subscribe' and when the plug is inserted in 
the trunk, a circuit is completed from bat 
tery over the tip contacts of the plug and 
jack, conductor 130, contacts 122 and 116, 
winding of relay 104 to ground. Relay 104 
operates, disconnects relay 102 from con 
dictor 20, and extends this conductor by way 
of contacts 121 to conductor 130 of the trunk. 
Relay 104 also applies an additional ground 
to the release-trunk conductor at contacts 
125 and completes a locking circuit for itself 
at contacts 123. Relay 102 releases, opens 
the original energizing circuit of relay 103 
at contacts 114, and opens the temporary 
holding circuit for relay 101 at contacts 115. 
Relay 101 now remains operated in series 
with the battery-feed relay of the cord cir 
cuit connected up at the main exchange. Re 
ay 103 remains energized over the circuit 
including contacts 113, and relay 104 remains 
energized in series with resistance 112. The 
Operator may now converse with the calling 
subscriber and further extend the call in the 
ustai manner by means of the cord circuit. 
At the termination of the conversation, 

the branch-exchange subscriber will restore 
his receiver, thereby opening the loop over 
which relay 101 is maintained energized. 
Relay 101 will restore and open the circuit 
of relay 103 which will also restore. Relay 
103 opens a point in the circuit of relay 104 
at contacts 116, removes ground from the re 
lease-trunk conductor at contacts 117, and 
reconnects relays 105 and 106 across the 
trunk conductors at contacts 119. Relay 
104 is slow to release and remains operated 
when its circuit is opened at contacts 116 by 

3 

relay 103. Relay 103, as previously stated, 
completes the bridge across the trunk line 
and relay 106 operates in series with the bat 
tery feed relay in the cord circuit. Relay 
106 is of relatively high resistance and does 
not permit the battery-feed relay to operate 
in series there with so that the operator is 
given disconnect supervision. Relay 106 
completes a new circuit for relay 104 at con 
tacts 128, so that relay 104 remains operated 
and maintains the busying ground on re 
lease-trunk conductor 19 by way of contacts 
125. The operator will note the lighted con 
dition of the disconnect Supervisory lamp 
and withdraw the plug of the cord circuit 
from the jack, whereupon relay 106 deener 
gizes and opens the circuit of relay 104. Re 
lay 104 then denergizes and removes the 
ground from the release-trunk conductor, 
thereby permitting the preceding switches 
to release, and the trunk is rendered avail 
able for other calls. 
A call from the main exchange to the sub 

scriber A at the branch exchange will now be 
considered. The main-exchange operator 
will select an idle trunk line, for example, 
the trunk line T, and will insert the calling 
plug of a cord circuit into the jack J3. Relay 
106, which is bridged across the conductors 
of the trunk, operates in series with the bat 
tery-feed relay of the cord, and at contacts 
128, completes a circuit for relay 104 in se 
ries with resistance 112. Relay 104, upon op 
erating, prepares the talking circuit by clos 
ing contacts 121, prepares a locking circuit 
for relay 105 at contacts 124, and applies 
ground to release-trunk conductor 19 at con 
tacts 125 to mark the trunk busy in the banks 
of the selector switches of the branch ex 
change. The calling operator now applies 
ringing current to the trunk and relay 105, 
whose upper winding is bridged across the 
trunk conductors in series with condenser 
129, is operated. Relay 105 completes a 
locking circuit for its lower winding at con 
tacts 127, and at contacts 126 disconnects its 
upper winding from in bridge of the trunk, 
Lamp L2 is connected in parallel with the 
lower winding of relay 105 and is lighted 
from ground by way of contacts 118, 124, and 
127. Upon noting the lighted condition of 
lamp L2, the branch-exchange attendant 
will insert the answering plug PJ of a cord 
circuit. Such as cord C, into jack J2. Jack 
Spring contacts 108 are closed to complete a 
circuit from battery by way of resistance 109 
for relay 104. Relay 104 was previously en 
ergized as described and the latter described 
circuit merely serves to hold this relay op 
erated when its initial energizing circuit is 
opened. A circuit may now be traced from 
battery, winding of relay 30 of the cord, 
sleeve contact of the plug P1, sleeve of the 
jack J2 to ground at contacts 125. Relay 30 
operates, closes the talking strands of the 
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cord circuit at contacts 72 and 74, and pre 
pares various holding circuits at contacts 73. 
Relay 29 is bridged across the talking 
strands of the cord and operates in series 
with the battery-feed relay of the calling 
cord. Relay 101 of the trunk circuit op 
erates in Series with relay 29 and the battery 
feed relay of the calling cord, and at con 
tacts 113 completes a circuit for relay 103. 
Relay 103 applies an additional ground to 
the release-trunk conductor at contacts 117, 
and at contacts 119 opens the bridge includ 
ing relay 106, which is normally connected 
across the trunk line. Relay 106 restores 
and opens the circuit of relay 104 at con 
tacts 128, but this is without effect since re 
lay 104 is now energized in series with re 
sistance 109. The operation of relay 29 of 
the attendant's cord is without effect at this 
time. The attendant now actuates key K to 
the right, thereby bridging her telephone 
sets across the talking strands of the cord at 
contacts 64 and 65. Atone circuit is pre 
pared at contacts 62, the busy-test circuit is 
prepared at contacts 63, and a point in the 
locking circuit of certain relays is opened at 
contacts 66. The attendant may now con 
verse with the calling operator and deter 
mine the particular branch-exchange line 
with which connection is desired. Assum 
ing that the call is for the subscriber at Sub 
station A, the attendant will test the line for 
its busy or idle condition by touching the tip 
of the plug to the sleeve of jack J. If the 

5 line is engaged in another connection, there 
Will be a ground on the sleeve of the jack as 
previously described, whereupon a circuit 
will be completed from this ground by Way 
of the tip of the plug, contacts 31 and 63, 
winding of relay 75 to battery. Relay 75 
operates and at contacts 76 applies ground 
to the busy-test winding of the induction 
coil. The closure of contacts 76 produces 
the sharp click in the operator's receiver 
which indicates to her that the line is en 
gaged in another connection. The attend 
ant will then notify the calling operator of . 
the busy condition of the line and the con 
anection will be released as will be described 
subsequently. Should the attendant dis 
regard the busy indication and plug into 
the line jack, this would be without effect as 
relay 22 would be shunted by the ground on 
the test conductor of the line. 

In case the wanted line is idle when the 
connection is extended as above described, 
the attendant will not receive the busy click 
on testing the line and will, therefore, insert 
the plug Pinto the multiple jack J. A cir 
cuit is thereby completed from ground, con 
tacts 49, winding of relay 22, sleeves of the 
plug and jack, conductor 3, winding of cut 
off relay 4, magnet 6, to battery. Relays 
4 and 22 operate in this circuit, the former 
removing a normal battery and ground con 
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nection from the line in the usual manner, 
and the latter preparing the ringing circuit 
at contacts 32 and preparing a holding cir 
cuit to relay 23 at contacts 33. The attendant 
now actuates key K to the left, thereby clos 
ing a circuit from ground, contacts 60, wind 
ing of relay 23 to battery. Relay 23 operates 
and completes a locking circuit for itself at 
contacts 35, completes the ringing circuit at 
contacts 34 and 39, and opens the supervisory 
circuit at contacts 37. Ringing current is 
now applied intermittently to the line over 
a circuit extending from grounded genera 
tor GEN, front contacts of the interrupter 
relay, contacts 34, 40, and 32, tip contacts 
of the plug and jack, conductor 1, through 
the bells and condenser of the substation, 
conductor 2, contacts 21, ring contacts of the 
jack and plug, contacts 45 and 39, lower 
winding of relay 24 to battery. The bell at 
the called substation rings intermittently. 
Relay 24 is provided with the usual copper 
slug and sleeve so that it will not respond 
to the ringing current. 
Scriber answers, a direct-current bridge is 
closed at the substation and relay 24 op 
erates over the above-described circuit, or, 
in case the call was answered during a silent 
period, ground by way of the back contacts 
of the interrupter relay will be substituted 
for the grounded generator. Relay 24, on 
operating, completes a locking circuit for 
itself at contacts 42, opens the ringing cir 
cuit at contacts 40 and 45, and completes the 
talking circuit at contacts 41 and 44, and at 
contacts 43 closes an additional circuit for 
relay 29. The called subscriber's circuit is 
now extended through the upper and lower 
windings of relay 27 to battery and ground 
and relay 27 operates. A circuit is completed 
for relay 26 at contacts 59 and a tone circuit 
is completed at contacts 57. Relay 26 op 
erates and prepares a circuit for relay 25 at 
contacts 52, prepares the supervisory cir 
cuit at contacts 54, and connects an addi 
tional ground to the circuit of relay 22 at 
contacts 56. 
The attendant will normally restore key 

Kas soon as the automatic ringing of the 
called subscriber has started. In case the 
attendant neglects to restore this key to nor 
mal she will be given a tone signal as soon 

When the sub 
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as the call is answered. The circuit for ap 
plying the tone may be traced from the 
common tone source, condenser 77, contacts 
70 and 57, contacts 62 of the key K which 
is assumed to be in operated position, to 
the operator's telephone set. The operator 
will then restore the key to normal and the 
calling subscriber at the main exchange may 
converse with the called subscriber at the 
branch exchange. 
Should the subscriber at substation. A de 

sire to recall the attendant, for instance to 
have the call transferred to another line, 
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the subscriber will depress the Switchhook 
momentarily or, preferably, dial the digit 
one. Relay 27 will restore responsive to 
the open impulse and complete a circuit by 
way of contacts 58 and 52 for relay 25. 
Relay 26 is slow to release and remains op 
erated when its circuit is momentarily opened 
at contacts 59. Relay 25 operates and coln 
pieties, a locking circuit for itself at contacts 
46, completes a circuit for Supervisory lamp 
L at contacts 47, and opens the original cir 
cuit of relay 29 at contacts 51. Relay 27 
remains energized after the impulse is re 
ceived and maintains the circuit for relay 26. 
Lamp L. now flashes from the interrupted 
ground by way of interrupter NT. 1, con 
tacts 4 and 54, lamp L to battery. On 
noting the flashing of the lamp, the attend 
ant will again enter the connection by Op 
erating key K to the right. The locking 
circuit of relay 25 is opened at contacts 66 
and the relay restores and opens the circuit 
of the Supervisory lamp at contacts 47. After 
conversing with the subscriber, the attendant 
will withdraw the calling plug from the jack 
J and insert it in the jack of the line to 
which the call is to be transferred. The 
procedure followed in completing the new 
call is exactly the same as that described for 
completing the call to substation A. 
The main exchange operator may also re 

call the attendant by applying ringing cur 
rent to the trunk. This current operates re 
lay 28 whose upper winding is bridged 
across the talking strands of the cord in 
series with condenser 80. Relay 28 com 
pletes a locking circuit for its lower wind 
ing at contacts 68, opens its original energiz 
ing circuit at contacts 67, and connects lamp 
Ll to interrupter INT. 1 at contacts 69. 
Lamp L1 flashes to notify the attendant of 
the recall. 
At the termination of a call such as that 

above-described, the branch-exchange sub 
scriber will hang up his receiver. The open 
ing of the line loop permits relay 27 to release 
and complete the previously traced circuit 
for relay 25. In this case relay 27 remains 
unoperated and, after a short delay, relay 
26 releases. Relay 26 completes a circuit for 
Supervisory lamp L1 at contacts 53 and re 
moves ground from the sleeve relay circuit 
at contacts 56. Sleeve relay 22 of the cord 
and cut-off relay 4 of the line-switch release, 
the latter restoring the line to normal condi 
tion so that it can be used for other calls. Re 
lay 22 opens the talking strands of the cord 
at contacts 32 and opens the circuit of relay 
23 at contacts 23. Relay 23 restores, opens 
the ringing circuit at contacts 34 and 39, 
opens the locking circuit of relay 24 at con 
tacts 36, closes the Supervisory circuit at con 
tacts 37, and completes a holding circuit for 
relay 29 at contacts 38. Relay 24 restores 
and opens the loop circuit over which relay 

5 

29 was held operated during the connection. 
The latter relay is now energized in a circuit, 
which may be traced from ground, resistance 
81, contacts 38 and 50, winding of the relay, 
tip contact of the plug and jack, contacts 
121, trunk conductor 130, ring contacts of the 
jack and plug at the main exchange, to bat 
tely through the battery feed relay of the 
cord. The battery feed relay does not re 
lmain energized in series with relay 81 and 
On restoring, gives the usual disconnect su 
pervision. In case the operator desires to 
talk to the branch-exchange attendant, the 
plug will be left in the jack and relay 29 will 
remain operated. Lamp L1 will flash as it is 
connected to interrupter INT. 1 via contacts 
71, 53 and 47. Lamp L will glow steadily as 
Soon as relays 23 and 26 have restored and 
Will notify the attendant that the branch 
exchange subscriber has hung up. 

In case the main-exchange operator does 
not desire to recall the branch-exchange at 
tendant, the connection will be pulled down 
at the main exchange assoon as the disconnect 
signal is received as above described. The 
circuit of relay 29 will be opened and the re 
lay in turn will open the circuit of lamp L1 
at contacts 71, Lamp L will glow steadily 
as in the previous case to give the attendant 
disconnect Supervision. 
The attendant on receiving the disconnect 

signal will pull down the connection and re 
store the apparatils to normal condition. It 
may be noted, however, that the branch-ex 
change subscriber's line is not prevented from 
calling or receiving calls in case the attend 
ant delays in pulling down the connection. 
The ground connections to the sleeve circuit 
will be removed by the release of relay 26 and 
the operation of relay 25 as previously de 
scribed. The calling strands of the cord will 
be open at contacts 32 and 39 so that relay 27 
cannot operate when a loop circuit is again 
closed at Substation A. Further, when a call 
to or from Substation A is established under 
the above conditions, the ground on the re 
lease trunk will prevent relay 22 of the cord 
circuit from operating in case the attendant 
should operate key K and release relay 25. 
The attendant is thus prevented from enter 
ing the established connection. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a link circuit temporarily connected 

With a line, a signal, means responsive to a 
momentary interruption of the line for op 
erating Said signal in a distinctive manner, 
and means responsive to a prolonged inter 
ruption of the line for operating said signal 
in a different manner and for freeing the line 
from the connection with the link. 

2. In a telephone system, a line terminat 
ing in a jack, a cord circuit for extending a 
connection to said line, via said jack, means 
in the cord for marking the line busy, a sig 
nal in the cord operated in a distinctive man 
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ner responsive to a momentary interruption 
of the line, and means in the cord for operat 
ing said signal in a different manner and for 
disabling said busy marking means respon 
sive to a prolonged interruption of the line. 

3. A telephone system in which connec 
tions are extended to called lines by means of 
a cord circuit and in which the cord circuit 
is provided with a supervisory signal oper 
ated in a distinctive manner under control of 
the called subscriber, and with means also 
controlled by the called subscriber for oper 
ating the signal in a different manner and for 
freeing the line from the connection. 
4.in a link circuit for connecting a calling 

line and a called line, means for applying 
ringing current to the called line, means con 
trolled over the called line for disabling said 
first means, a Supervisory signal, and means 
controlled over the called line after said first 
means has been disabled for operating said 
signal in either of two distinct manners. 

5. In a link circuit for connecting a call 
ing line and a called line, means for placing 
said linkin condition to automatically signal 
the called line, means for changing the link 
from signalling to talking condition respon 
sive to the called subscriber answering, and 
a supervisory lamp rendered effective by said 
last means to flash responsive to a momentary 
interruption of the called line and to glow 
steadily responsive to a prolonged interrup 
tion of the called line. 

6. In a link circuit for connecting calling 
and called lines, two Supervisory lamps, 
means responsive to a momentary interrup 
tion of the called line for causing One of said 
lamps to glow intermittently, and means re 
sponsive to the called subscriber hanging up 
before the calling subscriber for causing said 
one lamp to glow steadily and the other of 
said lamps to glow intermittently. 

7. In an operator's link circuit tempo 
rarily connected with a line, means for pre 
venting the line from originating or re 
ceiving calls, a signal, means controlled over 
the line for operating said signal in a distinc 
tive manner to recall the operator, and means 
controlled over the line for operating said 
signal in a different manner to notify the op 
erator of the termination of the call and for 
disabling said first means to enable the line to 
originate or receive calls prior to the dis 
connection of the link. 

8. In an operator's link circuit tempo 
rarily connected with a line, means for pre 
venting the line from originating or receiving 
calls, a signal, means responsive to a momen 
tary interruption of the line for operating 
said signal in a distinctive manner, and 
means responsive to a prolonged interruption 
of the line for operating said signal in a 
different manner and for disabling said first 
means to permit the line to originate or re 
ceive calls independent of the connected link. 
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9. In an operator's link circuit tempo 
rarily connected with a line, means for pre 
venting the line from calling or being called, 
a Supervisory lamp, means responsive to a 
momentary interruption of the line for caus-, 
ing said lamp to flash at a predetermined 
rate, and means responsive to a prolonged 
interruption of the line for causing said lamp 
to glow steadily and for disabling said first 
means to permit the line to call or be called 
while the link circuit remains connected 
thereto. 

10. In a telephone system, a subscriber's 
line terminating in a manual jack and in an 
automatic Switch, a cut-off relay for discon 
necting the line from said Switch, a cord cir 
cuit for extending connections to the line via 
Said jack, means responsive to the establish 
ment of a connection for completing an op 
erating circuit for said relay, a signal in said 
cord Circuit, means in the cord controlled 
Over the line for causing said signal to oper 
ate intermittently, and means in the cord 
controlled over the line for causing said sig 
nal to operate continuously and for opening 
the circuit of said relay. 

11. in a telephone system, a subscriber's 
line equipped with a calling device and ter 
minating in a manual jack and an automatic 
SWitch, a cord circuit for extending con 
nections to the line via Said jack, busying 
means in the cord circuit for preventing the 
line from originating or receiving calls while 
the cord is connected thereto, a signal in the 
cord, means in the cord responsive to the 
Operation of the calling device of the con 
nected line for causing said signal to op 
erate intermittently, and means in the cord 
responsive to the subscriber on the connected 
line hanging up after having answered a call 
for causing Said signal to operate continu 
ously and for disabling said busying means. 

12. In a telephone system, a trunk line com 
prising two conductors connecting a main 
eXchange and a branch exchange, a relay at 
the main exchange connected to one of said 
conductors in series with the positive pole 
of a battery, a relay at the branch exchange 
connected to the other of said conductors in 
series with the negative pole of a battery, 
means responsive to the seizure of the trunk 
line at the branch exchange for connecting 
Said two conductors to operate both said re 
lays in Series, and means responsive to the 
operation of said second relay for connect 
ing the positive pole of a battery to said one 
conductor of the trunk to maintain the relay 
operated independent of Said first relay and 
battery. 

13. In a telephone system, a two-conductor 
trunk line connecting a main exchange and 
a branch exchange, a relay at the branch 
exchange, a second relay at the main ex 
change, an initial series energizing circuit 
for said relays including a source of current 
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at the branch exchange, a conductor of the 
trunk line and ground at the main exchange, 
and means responsive to the operation of said 
first relay for connecting ground through a 
resistance to said trunk conductor at the 
branch exchange to hold the said first relay 
operated without deemergizing said second 
relay. 

14. in a telephone system, a two conductor 
trunk line connecting a main exchange and 
a branch exchange, a relay at the branch ex 
change, a second relay at the main exchange, 
means responsive to a call over the trunk line 
for completing an initial series operating 
circuit for said relays including a source of 
current at the branch exchange, one conduc 
to) of the trunk line and ground at the main 
exchange, and means responsive to the oper 
ation of said first relay for closing a parallel 
local circuit for maintaining the relay oper 
ated independent of said second relay while 
said second relay is maintained operated over 
said initial circuit. 

15. In a telephone system, a main exchange 
and a branch exchange, a two-conductor 
trunk line connecting said exchanges and ter 
minating in switch banks at the branch ex 
change and in a manual jack at the main 
exchange, a line relay for the trunk line at 
the main exchange, a call signal controlled 
by said relay, means for seizing the trunk 
line at said switch banks to extend a call to 
the main exchange, means responsive to said 
seizure for connecting a source of current to 
only one of the trunk conductors to operate 
said line relay and said signal, and means 
responsive to the answering of the call for 
disabling said relay and said signal, for dis 
connecting said source of current from said 
one conductor and for connecting the calling 
line to the two conductors of said trunk line. 

In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 
my name this twentieth day of February, 
A. D. 1931. 

THOMAS F. CROCKER. 


